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15th International Conference on Applied Military
Psychology, 7-11 May 1979

International Symposia on Applied Military Psychology are held
annually under the sponsorship of the United States Office of Naval
Research. The first of these meetings, intended to foster communication lines among both military and civilian scientists representing
psychological research by and for the military services, was held
in 1963. The London Branch of the Office of Naval Research typically
handles administrative arrangements, whereas participating nations
take turns hosting the symposia.,
The Fifteenth International Symposium of Applied Military Psychology hosted by the Manpower Division of the Israel Defense Forces,
was held in Jerusalem from 7-11 May 1979. As usual, the meeting was
conducted in English and was deliberately kept informal. The main
theme of the meeting, selected by the Israeli hosts, focused on the
psychological and sociological aspects of recruitment and adjustment
to military life.
In keeping with this theme, emphasis was placed on
the initial
period of military life,
embracing such topics as the recruitment process, selection and classification criteria, contcription,
basic training, and problems of maladjustment to military service.
Of the 20 countries invited, 12 sent representatives to the meeting,
for a total
of 27 participants.
The conference planning and management
was handled by LTCOL Reuven Gal, chief psychologist of the Israeli Defense Forces.
He and Dr. Marshall J. Farr (dircctor of the personnel
and training research programs of the U.S. Office of Naval Research,
headquartered in Arlington, Virginia) co-chaired the meeting. This
conference report will emphasize the major formal presentations that
constituted the substance of the meeting.
Because of the overlap attributable to the broad nature of the topics discussed, some of the
presentations do not fit neatly into any one category.
Topic I.

Adjustment and Attrition

Moshe Israelashvili,
Military Psychology Unit of the Israeli
Defense
Forces, spoke about the process of adjustment in the Israeli Army, especially in the face of the severe stress imposed by absolute military
discipline. Some reasons for that stress are as follows:
(1) the
officer has vast power over his subordinates, and may demand behavior
which seems inflexible and, at times, irrational to those under him;
(2) punishment is often not proportional to the crime; and (3) recruits
have unrealistic expectations which lead them to severe disappointments.
The magnitude of the adjustment problems in a recruit's early days
40% of thu suicides
on the job is illustrated by the suicide problem:
were committed during the first six months of service. Of these, 5u
occurred during basic training. An analysis of the kinds of demands
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put on a soldier during basic training reveals that the Army-produced
stresses are quite unlike those usually encountered in civilian life.
For example, there are physical, objective hardships; continuing stressful situations; and a requirement to learn skills (such as killing)
which are in sharp contrast to commonly accepted behavior norms.
Israelashvili offered several approaches to improving the situation of the soldiers:
(1) Provide a more realistic picture to those
entering the military of what to expect; (2) Train regular officers
in how to handle problematic (maladjusted) individuals; (3) Keep the
recruit meaningfully busy sc that he doesn't have an opportunity to
become "obsessed" with the stresses of military life; (4) Maintain stability in the social environment by keeping the men together as a platoon
all through thuir basic and occupational training; and (5) Increase
research aimed at defining situational variables which can be improved,
identifying early indicators of maladjustment, and distinguishing among
levels and kinds of poor adjustment.
Alan Godwin, a principal psychologist in the British Senior Psychologist (Naval) Office, briefly discussed attrition due to maladjustment
in the Naval Service, a wholly volunteer force of about 55,000 enlisted
personnel and 10,000 officers. Recruiting of enlisted men, called
"ratings," is consistently not meeting its numerical goals. The problem of maintaining an adequate supply of ratings is compounded by attrition in the first three months of service, during which one can quit
merely by requesting it.
As background for better understanding of what he considers reasons
for attrition due to pocr adjustment, Godwin described the selection,
assignment and early training process of the recruits. Based on a written
test and interview, special career advisors, trained by Navy psychologists,
determine the military occupational specialty each recruit will be assigned.
This decision is made in the recruiting office, before actual entry into
the Service. About 70-80% of the recruits get the assignment they desire.
During basic training (known as Part I), which occupies the first
six weeks, about 6% of the personnel ask to leave. In the next six weeks
(Part II), devoted to technical training, an additional 12% request discharge. Godwin said that Part I attrition seemed to be largely a result
of personnel who felt they had not been assigned to their proper occupational specialty. In contrast, he asserted, Part II attrition was
related somewhat to not doing well academically. (LTCOL Gal, Israel,
commented at this point that, in Israel, if a soldier does not succeed
in basic training, he is recycled through a different unit.)
Dr. Martin Rauch, chief psychologist for the Ministry of Defense
of West Germany, described some problems of the FRG's armed forces.
With a declining birth rate expected to cause future manpower shortages,
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studies are being directed at why personnel attrite, on causes of voluntary enlistment, desertion, suicide, drug-taking and risk-taking behavior. For example, research on why recruits volunteer for the military reveals that 28% do so for specific, civilian-type job training,
15% for financial reasons, and 12% for general educational enrichment.
The FRG armed forces take in about 230,000 draftees each year, compared to about 30,000 volunteers. Among draftees the suicide attempts
have now increased to about 1,000 a year; the precipitating adjustment
difficulties leading to the suicide attempts seem to arise mainly in
the first three weeks of service. In an effort to deal with the suicide
problem, the military psychologists have led group-dynamics courses for
all levels of commanding officers (supervisors). These courses include
role playing by the psychologists of the strict officer and the soldier
intent on suicide. The existence of this kind of course is indicative
of the fact that the FRG now realizes it must adjust its military system, especially its officers, to the new youth culture, with its difforest attitudes, values and exctntionc.
'In commenting on thn relationship between officers and enlisted
pnorsonnel in the Israeli armed forces, LTCOL Gal pointa:d out that all
officers come from the enlisted ranks and therefore, understand -he
enlisted man's attiLudes.
Furt-ermoie, one of the main criteria for
selecting Israeli officers is their social and interpersonal sensitivity,
determined by sociometric techniques-)
CAPT Passimiliano

Navy hosptial in Rome,
ig
to military life.
-actors,
qhe first,
politica-1

, 'ald

Stracca,

a medical doctor managing an Italian

preqented a paper on current problems in adjustviw
0is
4 s 'hat adjustment depends 1n r.'re
to the military, concerns the cultural,
Ixtecoal

socio--conomic state of society.

The second .ha.- to dc

with the hierarchical structure of the military system.
And the third
factor is the personality of the youth in interaction with military
life.
Stracca elaborated on the first factor, pointing out that a questionnaire aslinistored to recruits of the three Italian armed forces
revealed that the recruit- believed that their military service was a
waste of time, a period unfairly stolen from their civilian life, and
a-Lien to their attitudes towards discipline and authority. To deal with
this crisis of traditional values, Stracca called for "...competent
personnel with proper psychological training to understand and deal with
all personal problems." Although Italy has no military psycholoqists
or sociologists, some progress has been made towards improving military
leaders' treatment and understanding of their subordinates:
new rules
of discioline were promulgated last year that respect individual dianity.
simplify disciplinary procedures, and curb the abuse of p, -or.
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The co-authors (Drs. Menno Akkerman and Henk Visser) of the next
paper, Akkerman in the Air Force and Visser in the Navy, discussed applied organizational development (OD) techniques in Holland. The title
of their paper, "Conflict, Synthesis and Adjustment," refers to the
possible ways in Which the new recruit and the military organization
can interact. They first compared both the newcomer and the organization in terms of their dominant present-day characteristics., Today's
new recruits are better educated, more critical of authority, more job
oriented than organization oriented, and expect more attention to their
individual needs and desires. The armed services are characterized by
being predominantly conservative, tending to formality, and striving
to become more technological and computerized. The newcomer sees a
large, impersonal organization which gives little attention to personnel
needs and feelings, and expects prompt obedience. The organization,
in turn, expects its new members to suppress their individuality and
adjust to the military system as soon as possible.
The explanatory model which Akkerman and Visser propose is one that
explains the problems of the newcomer as a result of interactive processing in which both the orqanization and members play a role, To put
it another way, the key problem is to find ways in which the people and
the organization can be adjusted to each other. The organization can
be successful in achieving conformity during those times that it is
expanding, providing opportunities for upward mobility, and providing
good working conditions. However, if the new members perceive themselves
as being deprived of things, maladjustment is the result. They feel
alienated, seek escape in alcohol, are less willing to work overtime,
and become more interested in considering unions to intervene for them.
A number of activities are now found in the Netherlands whose purposes are "to reduce the negative stress effect between individual and
organization." These activities include:
(1) Psychological treatment
of those who complain. This increasingly is being carried out on an
interdisciplinary basis, by medical officers, psychologists, social
workers, clergy and personnel officers. (2) Preventative actions.
(a)
the "group-dynamics" approach has been introduced in all three armed
forces. It is used for the training of personnel officers, and in leadership and attitude training. (b) For two weeks, the so-called "groupconfrontation" approach is applied to a group of officer or NCO-candidates. They are subjected to heavy physical and psychological pressure
so that they can come to recognize their physical limits, learn how to
function in groups, and learn how to handle stress.
Although some of these activities aimed at reducing organizationalindividual conflict "have received a positive evaluation," Akkerman and
Visser acknowledge that the results of these activities have "till now
not been very noticeable."
They call for "humanizing" the organization,
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and suggest a number of means for accomplishing this. Their recommended
approaches focus on improving the work environment and dealing with
maladjusted individuals in a participative way to diagnose their problems and to provide individualized guidance.
The authors stress that there is something more important than
merely listing a series of steps to humanize the armed services; what
is needed is to develop long-term strategies which will encourag the
military system to transform itself structurally and procedurally, in
order to deal successfully with its human components. Social scientists
could play an important role in shaping such strategies of change.
Dr. William Helme, of the US Army Research and Standardization Group
(Europe) representing the US Army Research Institute for the Social and
Behavioral Sciences (ARI), discussed researcU performed under contract
to ARI by B.A, Frank and F.W. Eruin of Ricl.ardson, Bellows, Henry and
Co., Inc., located in Washington, D.C. Th research explored the feasibility of using autobiographical questi3nnaires to facilitate early
identification of Army enlistees who were not likely to complete their
first 180 days of service becauce of a failure to adapt to the Army life.
From November 1976 to February 1977, two different questionnaires were
administered to about 4,500 incoming male enlisted recruits at the reception stations in Fort Dix and Fort Sill. Data for the final-analysis
sample of 4,282 men included 3,660 who had completed the 180 days, as
well as 622 who had been separated from the Army. for various failure-toadapt reasons.
Using the attrition criterion, the questionnaire results were item
analyzed, and cross-validities were computed for all items. The results
supported those of an earlier similar study strongly suggesting that
autobiographical information can predict early attrition, Furthermore,
data analyzed for black and white subgroups showed no appreciable difference in average scores. Based on results, the authors recommend that
(1) This type of questionnaire be tried out operationally with data collected at Armed Forces Entrance Examination Stations; and (2) Further
research be considered to evaluate how well these kinds of measures would
predict long-term attrition.
The next presentation was by Dr. Robert Penn, who directs a research
program dealing with attitudes and motivation for the US Navy Personnel
Research and Development Center, San Diego, California. He reported
on a longitudinal study of 5,000 recruits from all three of the Navy's
basic training stations. Penn's effort focuses on enlistment, attrition,
and reenlistment behavior, by administering questionnaires to the same
enlisted personnel at five points in time:
(1) In basic training (known
as boot camp), four days after entering the Navy; (2) At the completion
of boot camp; (3) Six months after the end of boot camp; (4) Eighteen
months after entry into the Navy; (5) Three years after entering Service
(this last administration is scheduled to occur shortly)
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Particularly noteworthy findings were the differences between those
who attrited in boot camp and those who survived it. The former were
not as intelligent, had less formal education, and included substantially
more unmarried men. In fact, many of those who failed to complete boot
camp said in their first questionnaire that they thought they would not
last, and that they were sorry they had enlisted as soon as they entered
on duty.
Three main reasons were reported to account for why the youths joined
the Navy:
(1) To achieve maturity; (2) To gain job security, medical
benefits and job-oriented training; and (3) Because they had had difficulty
in finding civilian employment and therefore had nothing else to do.
Interestingly, the reasons given for joining the Navy did not predict
attrition. However, looking at responses to the questionnaire, one finds
that thosF attrited lacked commitment and had difficulty in coping with
the frustration of military life.
(In reaction to this finding, a program was recommended to teach recruits how to cope with military life
and provide them with realistic information about Navy job expectations.)
Penn believes that the most significant finding to date has been
a major drop in the recruit's satisfaction with the Navy at the end of
boot camp compared to six months later, For the most part, tie sailors
attributed this decline in satisfaction to the lack of effective leadership.
Furthermore, those personnel who were not assigned to one of the
Navy's formal "A" schools (where they received specialized training
towards qualifying for a particular occupational category) were, in all
respects, less satisfied than their school-bound peers.
The next presentation, by Major Lawrence Ingraham, Commander, U.S.
Army Medical Research Unit (Europe), was a change of pace in that it
was a clinical, hypothesis-raising study, not an experimental one. Ingraham
focused on soldiers in the time period between 3ix months of service
and the end of their four-year period of obligation. Although they are
assigned to Europe for several years, the mean time that they actually
serve in Europe is eighteen months before they attriteo
Ingraham's approach was to screen the personnel records of this
attrition group and to interview about 65 of them either individually
or in small groups. One clear finding emerged: the occupational speciality or reason for discharge made no difference, the only factor
that discriminated between those who attrited and those who did not
attrite was that the attrition group failed to complete high school.
The key perceived cause here, similar to that reported by Penn's respondents, was poor leadership. Subsidiary causes which Ingrahiam noted
were:
(a) The lack of a feasible way to change an occupational rating
when one could not perform adequately; and (b) The lack of strong enough
punitive measures. In the latter case, however, it is unclear whether
more severe punishment might turn out to be counter-productive,
6
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In connection with Ingraham's point about the difficulty of converting
to a different occupational specialty in the US Army, the delegations
from Israel, Belgium and Canada commented on the way their nations treated
the problem. The Israeli system does allow reassignment. In Belgium,
the commanding officer can decide whether to approve a job change. And
in Canada, subsequent to one's occupational training, there is a program
called "re-muster," under which one can change his "trade specialty"
at any time.
As a matter of fact, about 10-15% of Canadian armed forces
members do convert from one trade specialty to another; the reassigned
individuals maintain their seniority and salary.
Following up the points made by some of the previous speakers about
the importance of effective leadership in improving personal adjustment,
Mrs. Anne Childs (the senior psychologist in the Research Branch of
United Kingdom Royal Air Force Support Command) reported on leadership
training of officers. An 18-week course is devoted to training people
to be officers and leaders. The philosophy taught is that leaders must
be flexible, that leadership styles should depend on each given situation. The teaching strategies include both lecturing to the students
and outdoor simulation exercises. However, Childs pointed out, the problem with this approach, called Functional Leadership Training, is that
it is limited because training takes place in simulated, non-field, nonstress conditions.
CDT Arnold B~hrer, of the Psychological Research Section of the
Belgian Air Force, presented a paper on "Social Anxiety and Adjustment
of Military Life," He used anxiety and related scales to measure social anxiety (fear of social incompetence and criticism), self-confidence, and fear of failure in "test-like" situations. His focus was
on the relationship of these concepts to officers' success in their
initial training at the Royal Military School. The results of B8hrer's
study are complicated and difficult to interpret clearly, but do lead
to the following conclusions that bear on adjustment to life at the
Belgian Military School:
(1) Self-confident officers obtain better selection scores and are
judged to have better military aptitudes than less self-confident subjects.
(2) Social anxiety is correlated with selection scores. Its effects
on the student's academic achievement depend on his ability level. Its
effects on attrition from the military school are related to the kind
of studies followed.
(3) Cadets who report "facilitating anxiety," that is, who state
that they perform better when they have light feelings of tension, tend
to achieve better military aptitude scores than cadets who answer in
the opposite way.
(4) Among students who measured in the middle ranges of ability,
anxious students obtained poorer academic results than non-anxious students.
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(5) Anxiety is such a complex psychological variable that other
variables must be considered in order to understand the impact of anxiety
on behavior. These include an individual's ability, his degree of relevant training and/or experience, and the difficulty level of the subject being studied. These variables determine to a great extent the
anxiety state experienced by the student in a given task situation, and
thus the student's academic performance and adjustment.
In introducing his talk on the "Etiology of Desertion," Major Paul

Sieben (Belgium) provided some statistics about his country's military
system. Volunteers sign up for two years, whereas conscripts spend
either ten months in Belgium or eight months in Germany. Conscripts
enter at age 19, and are taken in only if there are not enough volunteers.
Drug abuse is a very minor problem, with only about 20 cases a year.
Suicide attempts number approximately 118 each year. There are about
500 cases of desertion annually from among the 25,000 volunteers in the
standing armed forces.
Sieben divided the factors which cause desertion into an internal
set and an external one. With respect to the internal set, he identified
several types of factors:
(1) Age. Some Belgian volunteers arc still legally minors- In
other words, if they were not in the military, they would be accorded
the special treatment due civilians of their age group. Sieben's point
here is that these young adolescents do not possess enough moral autonomy to be considered responsible fnr their behavior.
(2) Degree of Intelligence. Some deserters lack the intellectual
ability to Lnwderstand and appreciate military rules and regulations,
esp<ecially those pertaining to justifiable sick leave and legitimate
absence,
(3) Mental Stability. The backgrounds of deserters often reveal
family problems (a history of running away from home, and general rejection of parental iutiority) ; chronic school problems (truancy, frequent
changes of school);

involvment with breaking the law; and neurological/

mental health difficulties
Among the external factors influencing desertion,
I l ow ing:

one finds the

(1) Family and Affective Problems.
Deserters frequently desoribe
,iems with parents, wife or fiancee involving a range of perceived
cr1ivus from losing one's wife to financial hardship on the family.
(2) Deficiencies of the Military System- Military service is a
unique experience to the recruit. The potential deserter frequently
finds fault with the lack of personal dignity, the regimentation of
his

time,

the inadequacy of vacations,

the excess of discipline,

and
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the arbitrary, make-work nature of his daily routine. A significant
source of dissatisfaction lies in unrealistic, and therefore unfulfilled,
expectations about military life and work.
(Note that several other
speakers (e.g., Israelashvili and Penn) discussed previously in this
report also stressed the problems created when the recruit does not
receive realistic information about what to expect in the service.)
What happens to the apprehended deserter after he has been in custody
and is returned to service is another drawback in the military system
The released man often finds it difficult to resume his normal place
in his social group, because of the tenacious prejudices of his pm_rs
and commander.
Sieben offered a number of suggestions for helping to prevnt d,<sertion.
In most cases, they are logical steps for correcting tls, idntified deficiencies. These steps include:
(1) Providing realistic iinformation about military life and work as a preview to one's nlistment
decision; (2) Promoting personal discussiun between the private and his
commander when the former first
arrives at his unit; (3) Taking ral id
action on serious requests for transfer which appear justified and might
head off increased maladjustment; (4) Reducing recidivism by improving
the reception accorded to released prisoners when they return to service, granting them short leaves, and providing some financial assistance
until their regular salary schedule resumes.
TOPIC II.

Intervention Actions to Reduce Adjustment Problems.

Captain Chen Nardi, a social worker in the Mental Health Branch
of the Israeli Defense Forces' Medical Corps, discussed "A Behavioristic
Model of Social Work Intervention in a Military Unit."
The intervention
he studied is that of a social worker himself working within the battalion,
focusing mainly on the officers. Nardi believes that he can help the
enlisted men indirectly by teaching their leaders special behavior-modification techniques, based on rewards to treat the problem individual.
Nardi made a duliberate choice, when he was assigned to the job of improving the behavior of a unit, to reject the "negative contingency"
approach, already used intensively in the army,
This punishment technijue, as B.F. Skinner has pointed out in "Beyond Dignity and Freedom,"
has several severe shortcomings.
It leads; to a reappearance of the
punished behavior when the negative contingency is removed.
The punished
behaviur tends to become redirected toward people who cannot punish the
individual.
Finally, use of punishment by a commander turns the commander into a source of aversive stimulus for his men, who thus try to
avoid him and may engage in destru-tive passive resistance.
Within the battal ion ii which Nardi worked, he met froTuently with
the unit's chief to give him positive reinforcement for the target behavior; namely, when the chief provided positive reinforcement to his

9
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subordinates., Nardi also helped the chiof to uxamine and evaluat. !-.
beneficial effects
derived from this positiv al,proach.
Thu bun, fit
are reflected in the output of the unit, in thu wa" in wh~ch it
out its
responsibilities,
and in the process by which the system. (
:
with each individual.
Some of the advurse behavior patterns- t it
reduced in units in which the leaders piracticeu
stiye
rpiisfc
are absenteeism, des,_,rtion, arrests, military 1,olicc com; lsilt.
of equipment.
Recently, a new reporting system for military w. t
been initiated
which will make it easier to doucum nt the_
itev Is
brought about by Nardi's intervention approach.
Ti.e n,w r i
-:
d
tifies
a variety of statistics
(such as thu advers, beJt:
er 5
e)
which index the "huaILth" status of each uit.
The next presuntation dealt with the various m.
1. cf i:,t r i
relations and orgar-izational development taugne ii 1,
a
o.
o}
for new training staff,
as well as in refreshur-c
giv
to veteran training staff.
CAPT Moshe Evun-C-ui,
Cl B f i yCloicgiit
of the Israeli
Defense Forces' Armor Corps, sa9d ts at tles
w
}
of several hours duration, select from amonig i ruiertory of modls,
depending on the nature and needs of th grou I involved.
Brie fly,,
models can be described as follows:
(1)
Transactional Analys;i
(TA).
The intention here
to iv sent some essential concepts fro m TA-"Parnt,"
"Child," "Adult "---na
their
significance as tools for t.t:yzing
be-havior and in encouraiqinc
effective commuication oi L o.t-o<n
basis.
Understanding of this
model is crystallized throuusihi
rises
such as role play
(2)
Rewards & Punis>
.T<ue
goal of this model is to sti'ulIt,
individual and group awar
s
cf thtu variety of positive and nt>qativ(
reinforcers which are availabit: to lower-uchelon training staff
as tra1inBnn : of th,:.
There is vh ssu<{is. of the possible a pliat
ing tools,
reinforcers in typ icaL and
ritical
incidents, and there is analysis
of problem incidents brougp
to the group by individuals.
(3)
Identifying Persoinal Resources,
The objective here is to promote awareness of ,ursonal strengthns and weaknesses as they relate to
training, to enable the individual to find ways of transforming w
se-2a-kn
into strengths, thus boosting his self
confi.iencc.
Small-group diseu-:;i i.s
ar, the primary meanus emp)loy e
to achieve this
goal.
(4)
Communication.
To foster effective interpersonal commu i
tion, lecture and role-play exercises are used.
The focus is on : iu things as listening skills,
feedback techniques, non-verbal comm:
t ion, empathy, end demonstrat ing the differences in e ffectivw,ne
Lb<
i
-,
one-way and two-way communication patterns.
To appraise the m-ri t of
these various models, a dual-purpose system was developed.
Oi< }ru}s,
was to achieve valid, systematic and standardized evaluation te in.i :11
for all
lower-echelon training staff.
The other was to croat,
I t r
work of incentives and reinforcement; which would aid in motivt ii, I -i
training staff
toward higher performance levels
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TOPIC

III.

Special Populations

-thri i mn ri ties,
so-called "Special populat ions." (.such as- wom(in,
personnel of low ab ilit
Iee,
low sociO-ecolloml
-tatu' 'id
k"' frus;tration threshold) may p~ose unusual challenges to ,milIit ur oroar isation .
Thsqroups
frosueontly require special att, riti-oi
,!o
di ; roport ionat<: share of re saurce s, are rese;nted Lv tie g
r,1l
iit
iofl,
and pose- greater adjustment problems to th,- s;v tt m
rt
ti!
%iMajor To:rry,, J. Proc juk, an assesciate profs
t,
I,
r.
Military College at Kingston, Ont~irio- Jed o)ft thij
i,
enMi 1 itar. Cl
presentation on "Women at canaidiv
i.rrdet
Canada announced plans to al 1ev ven
:,tartileg vii
tl~i,1Ji1"1V
dian military colleges,
:)lan included military service-, on ani exp(orim-ntal Lia
I)11m:1'
t h' I ii d
in aircrews, in "near-combat re~'in
In the nil itarv-tc-heel
latch. military post.
like their male counterparts4, attend
1
iv1-o in (-'11f at -it tble c-adet dining hiall uiid
and the,- I k(!

iial

poyal

-,t 11i
I,
rini tacr i c ,
reti
-it s ,r

:tude!t:,
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of high school for an initial nine-year period of service, and live at
the College during the time of their academic studies. When asked to
comment on their relatively neutral feelings about women at the College,
the cadets revealed a concern that many of the school's long-held traditions (e.g., initiation practices and boxing competitions) would be irreversibly altered. In addition, the cadets expressed reservations
about the possibility of double standards for physical fitness and sports.
On the other hand, however, the respondents did indicate that the preservation of women's rights was of considerable importance, and that,
on the basis of merit, women should be allowed every competitive opportunity.
Furthermore, some cadets believed that if the problems were approached
in a rational and intelligent manner, they could be resolved, and night
even lead to new and stronger traditions.
It was Prociuk's contention that, on balance, there appears good
reason for optimism concerning the successful introduction of women into
the Royal Military College. He argued that some expressions of ambivalence
by the cadets were to be expected, since traditions and shared experiences
are what hold groups together in times of war and peace. However, Prociuk
seemed convinced that recent social changes leave us no choice but to
refashion our social institutions more squarely with the realities and
challenges of the world of 1980. And this world is one of people, not
of men or women.
The Israeli Defense Forces (IDF) have a Special Populations Section
within their Unit of Military Psychology. The next speaker, Chaim Borkow,
head of the Section, discussed those youth who represent the least promising
of the Israeli enlistees. These people, who are the most likely to break
down, are characterized by low socio-economic status, lack of motivation
to serve in the military, anti-social norms, low frustration tolerances,
general low ability, and a vicious circle of failure experiences.
Israeli recruits are classified into five Kaba (quality groups or
categories), based on intelligence, education, Hebrew-language proficiency
and motivation. The lowest-quality Kaba known as the experimental (E)
group, constitutes about 5% of all conscripts, and is treated differently
from all other groups. After the October War, Israel lowered its eligibility
requirements, and now essentially drafts everyone (except for the very
severely disturbed and physically unfit).
This has made it imperative
to try to deal effectively with the E group, which contributes a disproportionate number of drug users and deserters. The E Kaba is experimental in that its members are given prolonged basic training--as long
as six months. After they complete this extended basic training, they
take special courses, depending on the kind and degree of their deficiencies. Following these courses, they are distributed to certain units
which have the capability to absorb them, e.g., which have social workers
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or psychologists to provide guidance and counseling. Once the E Kaba
members ar2 in these units, they are thoroughly integrated with the rest
of the unit:: their E-Kaba identity is not obvious.
Israelashvili's presentation, discussed earlier in this report,
cited several reasons for the severe stress faced by members of the IDF.
Borkow elaborated on personality traits typical of those who break down
under stress: They are unable to (1) accept authority and criticism;
(2) delay gratification of desires; (3) introject national values; (4)
identify with the group to which they belong; (5) believe in their ability to perform appropriately; and (6) maintain flexibility and interact
socially with others.
Borkow presented a variety of statistical data which were aimed
at the relationship among maladjustment and various behavioral and demographic factors; for example, suicide attempts, desertion, drug abuse,
level of education, the individual's and his parents' country of birth,
and military occupation. The Israeli military system tries to prevent
maladjustment by such means as granting welfare payments to the families,
placing the member close to home, providing individualized aid by clinical
psychologists and social workers, providing the extended basic training
and special courses mentioned above, and by making available a "Commissioner of Complaints" to serve as a kind of omtbudsman to the enlisted
men.
In the final paper under this topic, D,. Marshall Farr, representing
the headquarters group of the U.S. Office of Naval Research (ONR) , described
a research effort conducted by Dr. Robert Vineberg of the Human Resources
Research Organization (HumRRO), and sponsored jointly by ONR and the
U.S. Navy's Education and Training Command.
The HumRRO study dealt with
the special population of low-mental-ability (LMA) Naval enlisted personnel, trying to find out how to utilize their limiced talents and skills
most effectively.
To understand this study, some background information on how the
U.S. Navy functions is important. Enlisted individuals are classified
into pay grades E-1 to E-9. These correspond approximately to length
of time in the Service, so that men at the E-3 and E-4 levels, for example,
are generally still in the first (usually 4-year period) enlistment,
whereas the E-5 level usually indicates someone who has re-enlisted.
Based upon aptitude test scores, enlisted individuals in all services
are classified, at the outset, into 5 mental-level categories, category
1 being the most favorable. In general, most service members fall into
categories 2 and 3. The services do not take category-5 people, and
try to limit the number of category-4 people, based upon the belief that
the latter group cannot successfully cope with military life, training
and job demands. (It would be interesting to consider the similarity
between this category 4 and the E Kaba of the Israel's system.)
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Vineberg gathered information about how well LMA personnel (category
4 and the lower half of category 3) actually performed in a variety of
occupational specialties, ranging from non-technical to technical types
of jobs.
The approach taken in the research was to develop a special performance-rating instrument based on job analyses of selected occupations.
The job analyses were completed by the supervisors of 993 men stationed
aboard 3 aircraft carriers, who rated the performance of their E-3,
E-4 and E-5 men on a 1-7 point scale which included from 26 to 45 items.
(The questionnaires differed in the number of items because they contained, in addition to certain common-core items, other items oriented
specifically to the 9 different occupational specialties sampled.)
It
is important to realize that supervisors may not have been aware of
their men's mental-level category. It is also important to note that,
since the Navy does not take in many LMA personnel, the sample size of
those LMA men for each specialty is necessarily small.
(Very highly
technical specialities could not be used for this study because there
would be too few, if any, LMA types in them.)
The results of the study were surprising. There is an overall trend
for job incumbents in category 4 (that is, the LMA individuals) to receive
slightly higher ratings than any other category. In the jobs surveyed,
supervisors perceived the most effective E-3 and E-4 incumbents to be
persons in either the highest or lowest mental category. They perceive
persons in the lower mental categories to be the most effective job
incumbents in the E-5 pay rating.
Farr cited several possible interpretations or implications of these
surprising findings:
(1) Motivation may be the chief factor operating, that is, the motivation of the LNA personnel is so strong that it overcomes their ability shortcomings.
(2) Those LMA individuals permitted to re-enlist (i.e., those in
the E-5 rating) are the most competent within their mental-level category because they have succeeded in getting through their first four
years in service.
Even the E-3 and E-4 men evaluated had "survived"
two or three years in service.
(3) It may be worth further study to consider the impact of cutting
the qualifying scores for entry into certain Navy technical schools.
(4) LMA men may recognize reality, and thus be better able to cope
with the boredom and discipline of Navy life--since they realize that
their Navy job is the best they can get in real life.
(5) It may be possible to develop more sensitive selection techniques
that could better identify LMA people whom we now reject. Perhaps we
could develop job-sample tests, or motivational predictors,
14
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